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Abstract One of the main and recent problem in developing countries like Malaysia is lack of surgeon or specialists,

especially in rural areas. Insufficient specialized surgeons in such regions particularly in the niche of orthopedic, causes
more fatalities and loss of limbs due to time and distance constrain in attending the patients. A mobile robotic system
known as OTOROB (Orthopedic Robot) is designed and developed to aid surgeons to virtually present at such areas for
attending patients in order to make life saving decisions. The developed mobile robotic platform is integrated with a flexible robotic arm vision system to be controlled remotely by the remote surgeon to obtain visual inspection on the patients.
Fuzzy logic control is implemented in the control system as Artificial intelligence (AI) to provide safety features for the
robotic arm articulation. The safety system of the robotic arm consists of Danger Monitoring System (DMS) and Obstacle
Avoidance System (OAS). The experiments conducted on DMS shows that the DMS capable of conveying danger level
surrounding the robotic arm to the user through GUI with warning indication and obstacle position. While, OAS developed,
responded to the mobile and static obstacle around the robotic arm. The robotic arm is capable of avoiding approaching
obstacle autonomously via fuzzy control. The smooth control of robotic arm coupled with safety routines improved the
overall articulation of the robotic arm. The safety oriented flexible robotic arm system of OTOROB able to deliver reliable
and convenient for both remote doctor and patient in real time emergency circumstances.
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1. Introduction
Medical robotics refers to robotic systems applied within the
domain of health care which evolved from multidisciplinary
of science and engineering[1]. According to Kanade et al.[2]
and Taylor[3], the term medical robotics has often been
construed to refer strictly to surgical procedures, however
due to its indefatigability, accuracy, and repeatability, robotic technology is increasingly affecting the entire healthcare sector through advances in surgery, diagnosis, preoperative planning, postoperative evaluation, chronic assistive
devices, acute rehabilitation, hospital logistics and scheduling, long-term follow-up and quality control. Medical robotics also extensively improves existing medical procedures to be less invasive and produce fewer side effects that
would result in faster recovery times and improved worker
productivity, improve risk-benefit, cost-benefit ratios and
medical errors[4]. Telemedicine refers to the use of telecommunications technologies in healthcare delivery that
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allows physicians to provide medical information and services when distance separates the participants[5,6]. Telemedicine has great potential in increasing rural population’s
access to health care, particularly in developing countries[6],
since with the use of information technology to deliver
health care services and information from one location to
another, geographically separated location become easy and
effective[7,8]. Telemedicine solves the contradiction between the increasing demands for healthcare and limited
hospital resources, and allows patients to be monitored remotely during normal daily life, which will enhance the
quality of healthcare services[9].
According to Iftikhar et al.,[10] telerounding is remote
visiting of patients by treating physician via a mobile robotic
platform, which involves the transmission of audiovisual
signals between physician’s location and patient’s room. The
InTouch Health Inc. has developed various telemonitoring
robots to be deployed in remote hospitals such as Remote
Presence-6 (RP6), RP7, RP-Lite Robot, and RP-Vantage[11].
RP6 and the latter version of RP7 are controlled via
high-speed Internet from any part on the earth, used by specialists for telerounding in wards and communicate to the
medical staffs or patients through interactive audio visual
interaction[9].
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The major niche in medicine that employs robotics is
surgical and interventional robotics. The development of
surgical robots is motivated by the desire to enhance the
effectiveness of a procedure by coupling information to
action in the operating room or interventional suite and
transcend human physical limitations in performing surgery
and other interventional procedures[1]. The earlier surgical
robots were used in neurosurgery and orthopaedic surgery
as the anatomic landmarks provided convenient, fixed and
accurate points of registration by the computer[12]. The
Zeus and da Vinci robots are well known telesurgery robots
with master-slave configuration where the surgeon controls
the surgery and a set of positioners and camera-control
equipment that is mounted on the operating room table[13,14].
The other type health care robot that widely used in
medical field is telemonitoring robots. Normally, a telemonitoring robot is controlled by a remote doctor for telerounding in hospitals which employs two ways audio visual
communication with patients. This type of robots, for instance Remote Presence-7 (RP7) by Intouch Inc. were successfully used as telehealth system and become a new modality for doctor-patient interactions, particularly in areas
where access to medical expertise are limited[15]. Yet, the
need for a telepresence medical robotic system to diagnose
patients in emergency units at remote areas is still not met.
In the case of a developing country like Malaysia, with
insufficient healthcare access in remote areas, requires new
kind of robotic telepresence system to overcome surgeon or
specialist shortage. The increase of road accidents is in link
with the rapid growth in population, economic development,
industrialisation and motorisation encountered by the country[16]. According to Abdul Rahman et al. [17] injuries due
to road traffic accidents is third cause of admission and fifth
cause of death in Malaysian government hospitals in 2003,
where traffic accidents in Malaysia have been increasing at
the average rate of 9.7% per annum. Table 1 presented below
reveals road accidents statistic from year 2003 to 2010 released by Road Safety Department, Ministry of Transportation (MOT).
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specialized physicians are lacking in some healthcare centres
or in emergency situations. Those who live in rural or underdeveloped areas are likely to have more limited access to
high-quality healthcare, since new state-of-the-art procedures can even be difficult to obtain in large metropolitan
areas[13].
In developing countries like Malaysia, shortages of specialist or surgeon in remote or rural areas demand for new
kind of telemedicine system that enables the specialist to be
present virtually[19]. Most of the emergency cases reported
results in loss of limbs due to excessive loss of blood due to
injuries or sometimes even deaths. Currently available
telemonitoring robots such as RP7 is used for telerounding
purpose rather than attending patients in emergency situations. Most of the recently developed telemedicine robotic
systems being used are for operation procedures and also for
post operation or diagnosis procedures for patient recovery[20]. A robotic system with flexible vision system for
inspection and medical instruments to obtain vital signs of
the patient is more promising to attend patients in such
situations.
A mobile robotic platform known as OTOROB (Orthopaedic Robot) is developed in order to assist medical personals in rural or remote areas to deliver sufficient healthcare
services in emergency circumstances. The development of
OTOROB is focused in medical discipline of orthopedic,
since most of the accidents cases reported and admitted is
due to broken limb bones with neurosurgical complications.
Normally, while attending accident cases, pre-hospital teams
provide on-scene initial assessment and resuscitation and
transmit this information to a physician, mainly through
voice communication. Therefore, the physician can only
make an assessment based on what is described and cannot
continuously monitor an injured victim through visual
communication (e.g., video)[21].

Table 1. Road accidents statistics from year 2003 to 2010
Type of injuries
Total
Accidents
Death
Critical
Light
2003
298,653
6,286
9,040
37,415
2004
326,814
6,228
9,229
38,631
2005
328,268
6,188
9,397
31,429
2006
341,232
6,287
9,254
19,884
2007
363,319
6,282
9,273
18,444
2008
373,047
6,527
8,866
16,901
2009
397,330
6,745
8,849
15,823
2010
414,421
6,872
7,781
13,616
Source: Road Safety Department, Malaysian Ministry of Transportation
Year

Studies also revealed that number of fatalities (death
within 30 days after accident) also increased due to serious
injuries[16]. Measures taken to deliver efficient treatment
and healthcare services to victims particularly in remote or
rural areas is not fully met. According to Vilchis et al.[18]

Figure 1. Orthopedic Robot (OTOROB) mobile robotic platform.

OTOROB is a mobile robotic platform with onboard
medical instruments, X-ray illuminator and scanner module
and a flexible robotic arm which is controlled via Internet by
orthopedic surgeon from distance. The OTOROB system
possesses two way audio visual communication systems,
which communicates with medical personals at remote hospital and surgeon from distance at real time. The robotic
platform enables virtually present doctor to conduct visual
inspection (video), diagnose and rectify the type of injury,
and receive victim’s vital signs, thus enables the surgeon to
decide on further medical procedures. The Figure 1 shows
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mobile robotic platform, OTOROB developed for this particular purpose.

2. Flexible Robotic Arm Architecture
The robotic arm serves as the key component of OTOROB
to act as virtually present doctor’s ‘eyes’ in emergency
situations to diagnose the patient. Mostly available telemonitoring medicals robots equipped with static cameras which
restricted visual projections to only at certain projection
angle. A flexible robotic arm is proposed and designed to be
installed at the upper part of OTOROB which acts as a
“head”. Due to safety features, the flexible robotic arm is
designed with extending and retracting capabilities which
gives a telescopic motion. The telescopic motion is important in order to provide sufficient stroke for maximum reach
and at the same time retract safely to the original position
which enclosed by OTOROB body dimension.
A high resolution CCD video camera with 22x optical
zoom feature is required as the end of the robotic arm as end
effector to acquire maximum visual coverage. The camera is
supported by two servos which delivers 180
˚ of yaw and
pitch motion to the camera. The robotic arm can be rotated in
y-axis 180˚. The combination of mechanical robotic arm
features and video camera (with zoom feature) as end effector provides maximum visual coverage which covers
more than 80 percent of the standard hospital bed area. Figure 2 shows the flexible robotic arm assembly on the mobile
robotic platform.

beyond robot’s dimension cause possible threats or injuries
to nearby human and also can cause damage to the robot
itself in case of collision with other static or moving objects.
At the same time, the articulation of the robotic arm must
provide sufficient freedom and coverage to obtain clearer
vision of the patient.
Other than the mechanical design, ultrasonic range finder
sonars are integrated in the robotic arm design to enhance the
safety features. These sensors are primarily employed in
danger monitoring and obstacle avoidance schemes. The
integration of the sonars in the robotic arm is as in Figure 3.

3. Safety System of Robotic Arm
Safety is an important consideration in installing, programming, operating and maintaining robotic system. Safety
is also considered as a judgment of the acceptability of
danger, where danger is the combination of hazard and risk.
Safety is very important in medical robots and must be addressed at all phases of design, manufacture, and application[22]. While, according to Tavakoli et al.[23], safety is a
main concern for visual feedback surgery to the surgeon by
incorporating safety measures into the system. Safety system
control algorithm is developed and incorporated in flexible
robotic arm control system, since OTOROB is designed as
‘front line medical support system’ to diagnose patient with
orthopedic complications in emergency circumstances.
The safety control of flexible robotic arm ensures safe and
reliable articulation of the flexible robotic arm to avoid
contact or collision with any objects or human nearby which
can cause possible injuries. In some case any part of the robot
that can come into contact with the patient may contaminate
the surgical field which is potentially dangerous[22]. A
fuzzy logic control system is introduced to enhance the
safety system control algorithm of the flexible robotic arm
since fuzzy control provides smooth and non-linear control.
3.1. Fuzzy Logic

Figure 2. Flexible robotic arm assembly on mobile robotic platform.

Figure 3. Sonar integration on the robotic arm mechanical design.

The telescopic robotic arm design ensures safe and stable
navigation for OTOROB since projection of any robotic part
beyond the robots dimension result imbalance in center of
gravity which eventually influences the stability of robot.
Furthermore, during navigation robotic parts that protrude

The concept of Fuzzy Logic (FL) was proposed by Lotfi
Zadeh, presented as a way of processing data by allowing
partial set membership rather than crisp set membership or
non-membership in order to mimic human decision making
capability. The effectiveness using FL increase since feedback controllers can be programmed to accept noisy or imprecise input. A FL model with its fundamental input-output relationship consists of four components namely,
fuzzification, fuzzy inference engine, defuzzification and a
fuzzy rule base. The FL model is as shown in the Figure 4.
In fuzzification step, crisp inputs are fuzzified into linguistic values to be associated to the input linguistic variables. After fuzzification, the inference engine refers to the
fuzzy rule base containing fuzzy IF-THEN rules to derive the
linguistic values for the intermediate and output linguistic
variables. Once the output linguistic values are available,
defuzzification produces the final crisp values from the
output linguistic values.
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The FL model is adapted in the flexible robotic arm to
provide intelligent control in Danger Monitoring System
(DMS) and Obstacle Avoidance System (OAS). The FL
model for flexible robotic arm safety system is developed by
using Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox software. Then, the FL
control is converted into C codes for embedded application
for simplicity and control performance.
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into linear distance. The position of the obstacle is mapped
into specified detection range relative to the obstacle distance. The obstacle position data is fed into fuzzy engine for
fuzzification. The crisp inputs are given linguistic variables
Close, Medium and Far. The obstacle distance from robotic
arm associates with the fuzzy crisp input is as in Table 2.

Figure 5. Danger Monitoring System (DMS) control flow.
Figure 4. Fuzzy logic execution model

4. Danger Monitoring System (DMS)
Danger monitoring involves the use of sensors and other
feedback devices to indicate conditions or events that are
unsafe or potentially unsafe. Often, danger monitoring system is employed to protect humans within the working envelope of the robot and robotic parts. Sensors are used to
scan for obstacles that intrude the working envelope and
other deviations from the normal operating conditions.
While, feedback devices such as encoders are used to
monitor the displacement of robotic parts relative to the
original position. Great care must be taken to anticipate all
possible mishaps that might occur during robotic operation
and a workable system is essential to safeguard and prevent
the damage resulting from these mishaps. The Danger
Monitoring System (DMS) is employed in flexible robotic
arm to determine intrusion of obstacle in Obstacle Avoidance System (OAS).
A novel fuzzy logic based Danger Monitoring System
(DMS) is designed and implemented in flexible robotic arm
control architecture to monitor all possible mishaps that
might occur during robotic control. The system basically
provides the location of obstacle and the overall danger level
by using fuzzy inference engine. The flow control of DMS is
as presented in Figure 5.
The ultrasonic range finder sensor array constantly scans
for detection of obstacles within the specified range. The
detection of the possible obstacles is divided into three regions for every sensor units. The regions are, namely; Green
Zone ranges from 50cm and above, Yellow Zone ranges
from 50-25cm and Red Zone ranges from 25-0cm. Figure 6
illustrates the specified regions from top view.
Through the microcontroller built in ADC function, the
analogue signal of the ultrasonic range finder is converted

Figure 6. Obstacle detection region.
Table 2. Obstacle distance and associated crisp input
Crisp Input
Close
Medium
Far

Distance (cm) from robotic arm
0-25
25-50
>50

Set of fuzzy rules are applied with AND logic operator in
Sugeno method with weighted average defuzzification.
During the first level fuzzification, the fuzzy inputs from the
sensors are divided into left coverage area, front coverage
area and right coverage area. Each of the coverage area carries different number of sensor input depending on the arm
stroke length. The fuzzy inference system is employed
separately for each coverage area. After defuzzification, each
coverage area output carries different weight depending on
the number of sensors involved. The fuzzy crisp inputs for
each sensors are; Close(1), Medium(1), and Far(1), where (1)
indicates first level fuzzy inference. The rule table of first
level fuzzy engine inference system for left coverage area
(sensor #3 and sensor #4, where arm stroke is 0-10cm) is as
in Table 3.
Table 3. First level fuzzification for left coverage area (sensor #3 and
sensor #4)
Close(1)

Medium(1)

Far(1)

Close(1)

Close

Close

Close

Medium(1)

Close

Medium

Medium

Far(1)

Close

Medium

Far
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The output of first fuzzy engine is fed as the input in
second level fuzzification. Finally, in the defuzzification step,
the sensor input data from each coverage area is weighed
collectively according to the number of inputs associated
since number of sensors involved in the detection differs
relative to the robotic arm stroke. The availability of the
sensors relative to the stroke length is as presented in the
Figure 7.
The crisp outputs of the second level fuzzy inference
system are danger level indicator with variable colour codes
associated with the different danger levels, which are; Green
(Very Safe), Light Green (Safe), Yellow (Moderate Safe),
Orange (Dangerous) and Red (Very Dangerous). The fuzzy
logic rule table for DMS (involving left coverage area and
front coverage area) is as shown in Table 4.

Robotic arm sensor
detection area

Robotic arm stroke length (cm)
0-10
12-27
>27
Number of sensors as
fuzzy input
Sensors on left coverage area
Sensors on right coverage area
Sensors on front coverage area

3
#3
#5
#3, #4
and #5

5

7

#2 and
#3
#5 and
#6
#3, #4
and #5

#1, #2
and #3
#5, #6
and #7
#3, #4
and #5

Figure 7. Sensor availability associated to the robotic arm stroke length.

in series of colour codes which associates with the fuzzy
crisp output. The GUI also displays the position of the obstacle relative to the robotic arm in series of coloured zones
(green, yellow and red). The Danger Monitoring System
panel located in the GUI is presented in the Figure 8.

5. Obstacle Avoidance System (OAS)
Obstacle avoidance in robots is accomplished through
successful navigation through various physical distortion
which achieved by integration of various sensors. Normally,
intelligent agent such as fuzzy logic and neural network
scheme is employed to accomplish these tasks. Obstacle
avoidance system is common in autonomous and manual
mobile robots for the navigation purpose to avoid collision
while in motion. In medical robotics such system is implemented widely in surgical robots due safety issues since
involving intervention with human subjects. Li et al.[24]
presented an online collision avoidance method for real time
interactive control of surgical robot for sinus cavity surgery
where the inserted tools avoid collisions or excessive force
on delicate anatomy, while still performing the desired motion to accomplish the intended task.
The sensor network incorporated normally gain feedback
in order to predetermine the possible obstacle position, orientation and path. The OAS of flexible robotic arm incorporates fuzzy logic with ultrasonic range finder sensor network to aid in obstacle detection and avoidance. The OAS is
extension of DMS, where OAS executes autonomous control
to the flexible robotic arm while the OAS monitors all possible intrusion. The OAS execution range is in Red Zone,
where the detection range is from 0 to 25cm. The Red Zone
for OAS execution is as shown in Figure 9.

Table 4. Fuzzy logic rule table for DMS
Close
Medium
Far

Close
V.Dangerous
Dangerous
Dangerous

Medium
Dangerous
M.Safe
Safe

Far
Dangerous
Safe
V.Safe

Figure 9. Danger Monitoring System detection region.

Figure 8. Danger Monitoring System panel.

The fuzzy logic inference system is implemented in microcontroller using C codes. The output crisp value is sent
from the Master PIC to the host computer via USB which is
then processed by the GUI to be displayed as the danger level

Figure 10. Fuzzy Logic model of Danger Monitoring System.

The FL controlled OAS overwrites the user controlled
flexible robotic arm articulation in the presence of obstacle
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in Red zone. The fuzzy crisp output differs for both Yellow
Zone and Red Zone. The fuzzy logic model for flexible
robotic arm OAS is as illustrated in the Figure 10.
The sensor array feedback provides the current distance of
the obstacle from the robotic arm, which is identified as
static and mobile obstacle. Mobile obstacles possess greater
threat to the safety issue rather than static obstacle. Detection
of obstacle in Yellow Zone immediately stops the motor
activity by overriding the user control articulation regardless
of the status of the obstacle as static or mobile. Unlike static
obstacle which can be easily tackled by detection at yellow
zone, mobile obstacles that moves on a path of collision with
the robotic arm which can be potentially hazardous.
In the presence of mobile obstacle, the robotic arm tends
to actuate in the same direction as the obstacle with varying
speed to maximize the distance between obstacle and robotic
arm until a safe distance is achieved. Through this intelligent
autonomous manure, the risk of colliding with nearby objects is reduced, at the same time simplifies the articulation
control for the remote doctor or surgeon.
The obstacle distance input is given linguistic variables
Far, Medium and Near ranging from 5-25cm. While, the
obstacle speed input is given linguistic variables Fast,
Moderate and Slow. The output crisp is the motor speed (%)
with linguistic variables of High Speed (HS), Medium Speed
(MS) and Low Speed (LS). The fuzzy rule table for the OAS
is as given in Table 5.
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duced at the left end corner, about 40cm from the robotic arm.
The fuzzy execution during extension length of 25cm is
discussed in following parts. The discussion focuses on
danger monitoring for approaching obstacle from left side,
right side and front side of the robotic arm and the GUI
warning indication associated to the detection range. The
active sensor monitoring region at stroke length of 25cm is as
presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Active sensor monitoring at robotic arm stroke of 25cm.

The three different first level fuzzy engines fuzzify the
sensor inputs; where initially involves sensor#2 and sensor#3, secondly sensor#3, #4 and #5 and lastly sensor#5 and
sensor#. The rule viewer for the first level fuzzification is as
in Figure 12.

Table 5. Obstacle Avoidance System fuzzy logic rule table
Slow

Near
MS

Medium
LS

Far
LS

Moderate
Fast

HS
HS

MS
HS

LS
MS

The fuzzy rules table presented above is applied in the
fuzzy IF-THEN inference engine prior to defuzzification.
After defuzzification, crisp output value for motor speed (%)
is generated. The generated input speed (%) is correlated
with PWM output to regulate the final speed of the motor to
avoid approaching obstacle. The OAS data modelling is
done by using Matlab ANFIS Editor. The modeled and
simulated fuzzy logic inference system is converted into
embedded control and rewritten in C codes for simplicity and
portability.
5.1. DMS for Obstacle Avoidance

Figure 12. Rule viewer of first level DMS fuzzification.

The rule viewer shows the position of obstacle detection
by sensor#2 at 43.0cm and sensor#3 at 27.6cm. The crisp
output for this corresponding obstacle ranges is ‘Medium’.
The output crisp for ‘Close’ is 0, ‘Medium’ is 0.5 and ‘Far’ is
given 1. The crisp output of the defuzzification is mapped in
surface plot corresponding to the detection range as in Figure
13.

The fuzzy control algorithm is implemented in microcontroller and software interface (GUI) and tested in real time.
Tagaki-Sugeno method is used to develop the fuzzy logic
model with weighted average defuzzification technique. FIS
Editor of Fuzzy Logic Toolbox is used to generate OAS rule
diagram and 3D surface plot. The weighted average calculation used in the fuzzy model is presented in equation (1).

∑
∑
n

w=

i =1
n

wi.xi

wi
i =1

(1)

During the danger monitoring test an obstacle is intro-

Figure 13. Surface plot of the first level DMS defuzzification
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Upon the completion of the first defuzzification, the output from left side (sensor#2 and sensor#3), front side (sensor#3, #4, and #5) and right side (sensor#5 and sensor#6) are
used as the input for the second level fuzzification. The
second level fuzzification involving inputs from left and
front side sensors is presented in the rule viewer in Figure 14.

The detection of the subjected obstacle is detected and
indicated as in yellow region. While, sensor#1 and sensor#7
do not indicate any detection since the extension tested is at
25cm. The overall danger level surrounding the robotic arm
is displayed as two bars (green and lime green) which indicate the ‘Safe’ state. The DMS for obstacle avoidance is
further tested with different robotic arm extension length,
obstacle orientation and number of obstacles. The danger
monitoring panel displayed satisfactory detection and danger
indicator corresponding to the test performed.
5.2. Execution of Obstacle Avoidance System (OAS)

Figure 14. Second level DMS fuzzification rule viewer.

The crisp outputs for the second level fuzzification are
‘V.Dangerous’ = 0, ‘Dangerous’ = 0.25, ‘M.Safe’ = 0.5,
‘Safe’ = 0.75 and ‘V.Safe’ = 1. The rule viewer above shows
the left fuzzy input ‘Far’ while front fuzzy input ‘Medium’.
The defuzzification output for these combinations is ‘Safe’
which is denoted by the constant 0.75. The surface plot for
the second level defuzzification is as presented in the Figure
15.

The execution of OAS is based on the detection region of
the obstacle and speed of the obstacle. Fuzzy logic is applied
in OAS of motile obstacles, while OAS for obstacle detection is executed by conventional microcontroller routine.
Any detection of obstacle in the Yellow region immediately
prohibits the actuation of the robotic arm through motor
towards the obstacle path. A set of tests are conducted in
order to determine the execution of OAS at different position
around the robotic arm. The obstacles are introduced at distance of 40-50cm away from the robotic arm where the
Yellow region lies between 25cm-50cm range of detection.
Later the robotic arm is articulated towards the subjected
obstacle. The Figure 17 shows the control freedom and
control restriction corresponding to the obstacle subjected.

Figure 15. Second level DMS fuzzification surface plot.

Figure 17. Control freedom of robotic arm in the presence of obstacle.

The corresponding ‘Safe’ output is send to the GUI as
variable through USB and the GUI displays the current
danger state. The screenshot of the danger monitoring panel
during the test is as shown in Figure 16.

The above Figure shows that the robotic arm corresponded
to the subjected obstacle by restricting the articulation towards the detected obstacle. While, other possible controls
which are not affected by the obstacle is kept active. This
safety feature avoids collision between objects or humans
and robotic arm by autonomously blocking active user control. This feature can reduce the human error and improve the
safety.
The fuzzy rule set is modeled by implementing Tagaki-Sugeno method using Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox in
OAS of motile obstacle. FIS Editor of Fuzzy Logic Toolbox
is used to generate OAS rule diagram and 3D surface plot.
Fuzzy logic is applied in OAS of motile obstacles primarily
to respond against approaching obstacle with different speed.
The fuzzy control is aimed to deliver suitable speed to the
motor to articulate the robotic arm autonomously against the
approaching obstacle relative to the obstacle speed.

Figure 16. Danger monitoring control panel of the GUI.
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The execution of the OAS fuzzy engine is based on the
obstacle speed and obstacle distance from the robotic arm.
Both these parameters are used as the fuzzy crisp input
during fuzzification. The crisp output is the motor speed
which is controlled by the PWM. The output motor speed of
the fuzzy is quoted in percentage with reference to the current available maximum voltage. The fuzzy rule set of OAS
for linear motion as presented in Figure 18.
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movement when subjected to moving obstacle.
In the figure above the green arrows indicate the
autonomous articulation of the robotic arm direction responding to the approaching obstacle. The experimental
control proves that fuzzy logic control overrides the remote
user articulation in the presence of obstacle. The robotic arm
tends to move away from the approaching obstacle in order
to maintain a safe distance from obstacle where the auto
articulation ensures the obstacle is free from the Red zone.
The fuzzy controlled autonomous articulation also exhibits
smoother movements compared to conventional algorithm.

Figure 18. Fuzzy rule set of OAS for linear movement.

The fuzzy rule viewer shows the obstacle speed as
0.98cms-1 and obstacle distance from the robotic arm lies in
the ‘Near’ region about 9.7cm and the associated motor
output speed at 65%. The obstacle speed, obstacle distance
and motor output speed is correlated and plotted in 3D surface plot as in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Surface plot of flexible robotic arm OAS for linear movement.

The modeled fuzzy logic inference scheme is converted
into C codes for embedded application using PIC18F4550.
Experiments are conducted using external mobile obstacle
with various speed to evaluate the modeled fuzzy system. A
linear rail unit is integrated with a DC motor and a circular
bar is placed vertically at the end point of the rail used as the
test kit for the experiments conducted. The DC motor is used
to actuate the rail forth and back at various speeds.
First series of experiments tested the response of the fuzzy
control towards approaching obstacles without considering
the speed of the motor. Early observations proved that the
robotic arm fuzzy controlled OAS executed properly and
effectively based on the autonomous movement of the robotic arm. The Figure 20 shows the robotic arm autonomous

Figure 20. Obstacle avoidance pattern of flexible robotic arm according to
obstacle detection at various positions.

The second series of experiment is carried out with the
same type of obstacle, with varying speed approaching the
robotic arm. The speed of the moving obstacle is predetermined and regulated and the robotic arm movement speed is
measured. Both rotational and linear movement of the robotic arm is measured. The maximum speed of the mobile
obstacle is set at 2.5cms-1. A video camera is used to record
the experiment from top view, which is later analyzed to
obtain the accurate timing of the movement. The robotic arm
linear and rotational movement speeds obtained is then
compared with the motor output speed generated by the
fuzzy model discussed earlier.
The robotic arm fuzzy controlled obstacle avoidance is
tested with eight different speeds. Both linear motion and
rotational motion is tested and the motor response speed is
tabulated in Table 6.
Table 6: Angular velocity and linear velocity subjected to different obstacle
speed
Obstacle
Speed
(cm/s)
Angular
Speed
(cm/s)

0.5

0.75

1.0

1.5

1.75

2.0

2.5

0.43

0.71

0.92

1.52

1.81

2.08

2.45

The data obtained above is converted to speed percentage
of motor over average speed of 2.5cms-1 obtained in previous
linear and rotational displacement analysis. The average
motor speed against subjected obstacle is as presented in
Figure 21.
The motor speed data obtained proves that the fuzzy im-
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plementation produce similar motor speed pattern with the
fuzzy output modeled. However, both rotational and linear
movement exhibit slight changes in the real time testing. The
slight deviation observed is expected due to difference in
battery voltage and stress-strain distribution on the robotic
arm assembly.

Figure 21. Average motor speed against subjected obstacle speed.

6. Conclusions
A mobile robotic system for orthopaedic related injuries
known as OTOROB is developed to serve in rural areas
which enables the surgeon from different place to virtually
present in rural areas. The flexible robotic arm with vision
system plays important role in visual inspection of the patient, where high concern is given on the safer articulation of
the robotic arm. The safety system of the robotic arm is
enhanced by fuzzy logic implementation through Danger
Monitoring System (DMS) and Obstacle Avoidance System
(OAS). The movement of robotic arm in presence of obstacles is studied and evaluated. The integration of DMS in GUI
provides autonomous warning and danger level indicator to
the user. While, in the case of obstacle avoidance, the robotic
arm is able to avoid safely approaching obstacle autonomously. Thus, the integration of the flexible robotic arm in
OTOROB can improve ‘front line’ healthcare services in real
emergency circumstances.
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